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Abstract
Manual text annotation is a resource-consuming endeavor necessary for NLP systems when they target new tasks or domains for which
there are no existing annotated corpora. Distributing the annotation work across multiple contributors is a natural solution to reduce and
manage the effort required. Although there are a few publicly available tools which support distributed collaborative text annotation,
most of them have complex user interfaces and require a significant amount of involvement from the annotators/contributors as well
as the project developers and administrators. We present a light-weight web application for highly distributed annotation projects Djangology. The application takes advantage of the recent advances in web framework architecture that allow rapid development and
deployment of web applications thus minimizing development time for customization. The application’s web-based interface gives
project administrators the ability to easily upload data, define project schemas, assign annotators, monitor progress, and review interannotator agreement statistics. The intuitive web-based user interface encourages annotator participation as contributors are not burdened
by tool manuals, local installation, or configuration. The system has achieved a user response rate of 70% in two annotation projects
involving more than 250 medical experts from various geographic locations.

1.

Introduction

Text annotation is an inherent step in almost any Natural
Language Processing (NLP) task. Ever since the Message
Understanding Conference (MUC) was first held in 1987,
the creation of annotated corpora and evaluation metrics
has been a focus in the NLP community. Sharable common resources such as gold standards and training corpora
related to various NLP tasks have been actively created for
over 20 years. The ISO/TC 37/SC4 Language Resources
Management sub-committee 1 of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is actively developing annotation standards (Ide and Romary, 2004). Even though
the need for annotation standards has been recognized, historically annotated corpora and NLP frameworks employ
ad-hoc annotation schemas. As a result, the task of the NLP
developer/researcher inevitably involves ad-hoc translation
from one annotation coding scheme to another.
The repository of existing publicly available annotated corpora has been growing (the catalogue of the Linguistic Data
Consortium currently consists of 450 linguistic corpora2 ).
However, most real-world NLP efforts tackle new domains,
languages, or tasks and lack the support and convenience
of pre-existing annotated data. Manual annotation of textual data is known to be a time- and resource-consuming
task. The task is further complicated by expectations of the
involvement of multiple annotators for the purpose of developing objective metrics based on inter-annotator agreement statistics. To address this problem, an idea of distributing the effort across multiple groups/contributers has
emerged. This paper presents a light-weight web application for collaborative, distributed annotation of text documents - Djangology. This web application provides easy
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integration with existing annotation schemas, as well as a
basis for rapid development of customized web-based annotation tools and information models.

2.

Related Work

It is not uncommon for NLP research groups to rely on
manual text annotation tools which are developed in-house
and for specific domains or tasks. However, the use of
general-purpose text annotation tools (providing various
degrees of customization capabilities) has become more
common recently. A number of stand-alone annotation applications have been made publicly available to the NLP research community. Callisto (Day et al., 2004) is a Java annotation framework which provides a plug-in development
environment for custom annotations. MMAX2 (Müller
and Strube, 2006) and Word-Freak (Morton and LaCivita,
2003) are also Java-based stand-alone tools which support
annotation schema definitions and custom XML-based annotation exports. The GATE NLP framework (Cunningham
et al., 2002) integrates an annotation interface to the framework’s Java GUI (Graphical User Interface). A couple of
annotation plug-ins have been developed for the Protégé 3
Java framework - iAnnotateTab (Chintan, 2005) and Knowtator (Ogren, 2006). The Knowtator plug-in has gained
popularity and allows complex annotation schema design,
inter-annotator statistics, as well as the creation of a gold
standard based on annotations from multiple annotators.
As stand-alone applications, all of the annotation tools
above require significant involvement from the annotators
- software installation and typically non-trivial configuration. Accumulating, evaluating, and consolidating annotations from various annotators also involves considerable effort. Web-based distributed annotation tools have been de-
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veloped to avoid the hassle of stand-alone applications and
to streamline collaborative annotation efforts. The GATE
framework (Cunningham et al., 2002) supports collaborative annotation through the OLLIE client-server application (Cunningham et al., 2003). The OLLIE client uses a
Java-enabled web browser and communicates to a server
via Java Applets. The web-based application uses GATE’s
distributed database facilities to authenticate and store user
data as well as the language resources being edited. One
drawback of the system is that communication between the
web-based client and the server is achieved via Java RMI
(Remote Method Invocation), which has limited browser
support and is known to have a number of deployment difficulties that render the approach impractical. Serengeti
(Stührenberg et al., 2007) is a project-specific Mozilla Firefox plug-in that allows web-based annotation of anaphoric
relations using a pre-defined schema. Annozilla 4 is another Mozilla Firefox plug-in that allows spans of text in
html/text documents to be associated with annotation types
and free text. Annotations can be stored in a RDF-format
local datastore on the user’s machine, or posted/retrieved
from a compliant Semantic Web annotation server.

3.

Motivation and Case Study

The Djangology5 annotation web application was originally created to meet the needs of a collaborative annotation
project involving more than 250 international participants.
The goal of the project was to create a gold standard corpus
which is annotated with named entities of the domain
of interest: medical studies of trauma, shock, and sepsis
conditions. Abstracts from an annual conference dedicated
to the subject and hosted by the the North American
Shock Society 6 were used to identify the domain-specific
named entities via an automated process. The named entity
annotations had to then be validated by domain experts the contributors to the conference. The Djangology system
has been in use for two consecutive years (2008 and 2009),
and has achieved an average contributor response rate of
70%.
The needs of the project led to a set of requirements common to similar highly-distributed collaborative annotation
projects. An administration interface was needed to manage documents and users, as well as for the definition of
annotation schemas. Annotations created via an automated
process needed to be loaded into the system. Participants
were notified via email and presented with a link to the
web-based interface. After logging in, annotators were able
to view a list of assigned documents. An intuitive webbased user interface was needed to allow participants to annotate documents with minimal instructional text. Easy and
quick annotation access was crucial to the success of the
project. As the time of domain experts is quite valuable,
complicated installation or annotation instructions would
be prohibitive. The system also needed to display interannotator agreement statistics, as well as the evaluation

statistics comparing a gold standard against the automated
annotation.

4.

System Description

4.1. Technical Details
Recent years have introduced new technologies for rapid
and easy development and deployment of web applications,
most notably the Ruby on Rails7 framework (developed
for the Ruby language) and the comparable Django framework8 (based on the Python language). For our annotation
project, the Django web framework was selected because
the framework has excellent documentation and design,
which allows for the development of high-performing, elegant web applications quickly. In addition, the Python programming language has traditionally been in wider use in
the academic community (compared to Ruby) and a number of Python NLP frameworks and tools could be easily
integrated into the web application if necessary.
In terms of deployment, Django requires almost no configuration as it is based on the software design principle Convention over Configuration. It supports almost all popular
database servers, including PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle
and SQLite. An out-of-the-box administration web interface provides facilities for user and database record management, thereby reducing development time significantly.
Modifying the database schema requires minimal effort on
the developer through the use of the Active Record design pattern. Similarly, the framework provides support for
rapid development of custom pages or modifying existing
interfaces. In addition, Django supports agile development
practices through built-in automated testing and support for
rapid unit test writing.
Djangology can be deployed on any web-accessible server
and requires a Python installation, Django installation, and
connectivity to a database server 9 . Source code and installation instructions can be found at the project website http://djangology.sourceforge.net/. We estimate that
end-to-end installation and configuration time for a Python
and Django-savvy developer is less than an hour. Once
deployed, the application can be accessed from any web
browser - no browser plug-ins, JVM installation, or custom
security settings are necessary, as the client-server communication is based on standard HTTP and Ajax requests.
The application database schema (Figure 1(a)) and user interface can be rapidly extended and customized. For example, creating a new field to annotator accounts could be
effortlessly achieved by just adding a new attribute to the
corresponding Python model class. The corresponding web
form and underlying database schema are transparently updated by the Django framework (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)).
4.2. User Interface and Workflow
The Djangology 10 application presents administrators with
an interface to create/modify annotation projects and manage users (Figure 2). Administrators can import documents
7
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(single document or batch mode) into a project, define the
project annotation schema, create annotator accounts, and
assign annotators to specific projects and to a list of documents. Existing annotations and documents could also be
easily loaded into the system through custom Python scripts
(stand-alone Django scripts) or through direct connection
to the Djangology database. Djangology has been used to
import manually created annotations in the Knowtator format and from the BioScope Corpus (Szarvas et al., 2008)
as well as annotations created automatically by the Gate
and UIMA (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) frameworks and the
Metamap c system from the National Library of Medicine.
In the workflow of the system, contributors are typically
emailed their system authentication information and presented with a link to the application (Figure 3). Once
logged in, annotators can select one of their assigned documents and proceed with the web-based annotation interface.
An Ajax-based web page allows contributors to highlight a
fragment of text and assign it to one of the pre-defined annotation types (based on the project annotation schema).
The procedure for entering new annotations and modifying
existing annotations is intuitive and based on user interface
conventions - text selection/right-click menu selection. The
system is specifically designed to require minimum timeinvestment on the part of the involved annotators. No installation, configuration, or reading user manuals is necessary on the part of the contributors. Annotations are saved
to the backend database as they are entered, ensuring that
no work is lost. In order to save annotators’ effort, once a
phrase is annotated, all occurrences of the phrase in the document are automatically annotated in the same type. Users
are also given a facility to override the automatically created annotations or change the system’s default behavior. If
desired, contributors could also mark documents as completed to alert the project administrator of the annotation
progress.
Once annotations are gathered from various contributors, project administrators have the ability to view interannotator agreement statistics - a variety of pair-wise
project-based and document-based metrics are computed
and presented in the user interface (Figure 4(a)). As analysis of inter-annotator disagreement is a common task, an
interface for a side-by-side comparison of document annotations is also provided (Figure 4(b)).

5.

Conclusions

This paper presented a light-weight open-source framework
supporting distributed annotation projects. The framework
was built to satisfy project needs currently not supported
by existing publicly available annotation tools - minimal
time commitment on the part of distributed contributors
and minimal development and configuration effort on the
part of project administrators. We estimated that installing
both Django and Djangology takes less than one hour for
a Python-savvy programmer. As contributors can access
the annotation project and perform annotations online, no
installation and configuration time-investment is required
from annotators. An intuitive and standard user interface
facilitates active project participation.
The Django web framework allows rapid development

of extensions and customizations without limiting users
to a pre-defined set of configuration files or requiring
investment in complex, heavy-weight applications. By
open-sourcing the framework, we hope to receive valuable
feedback from the community and utilize it to prioritize
the features which we are planning to incorporate in future
releases.
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Figures

(a) The Djangology database schema is transparently created and managed by the application.

(b) Both the database schema and the web forms can be effortlessly extended by simply
modifying the underlying Django model objects. In this example, a new field is added
to annotator accounts.

(c) Model object modification are immediately reflected in the web interface.

Figure 1: Djangology allows rapid customizations.
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(a) A web interface allowing administrators to manage projects and users

(b) A web interface allowing administrators to define/modify projects

Figure 2: Sample pages demonstrating the Djangology administration interface
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(a) Annotators are sent authentication
information via email and a link to access the web application

(b) List of documents assigned to a project contributor

(c) An intuitive interface allowing annotation editing based on the project annotation schema as defined by the project administrator

Figure 3: Sample pages demonstrating the interface used by project annotators
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(a) Project administrators can view inter-annotator agreement statistics

(b) Side-by-side document comparison page allowing project administrator to analyze sources of annotation disagreement

Figure 4: Inter-annotator agreement and error analysis tools
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